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About This Game

The Loner

"The Loner" is a 2D-Action-Adventure Game with handmade assets in a unique artistyle.
It's not like most adventure games, you always maintain control over the character with your

keyboard, no mouse-klicking required. It includes slow and calm parts aswell as action-packed and thrilling parts.It's very
important to me to create the best possible Gameplay experience, so there is no confusing HUD, and except for important

objects and blood,
the entire world is black and white.

Story:

After years of gambling your past mistakes catch up to you.
They took your girlfriend. They'll take your life.

How far will you go to save her ?
It is a story about the hate, revenge, lonliness, attachment and money.

The noir-New York and the hopeless, dirty art-style all combine to create a truly dark story.

The game features:
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Detailed, hand-drawn graphics.
Many details in an atmospheric, authentic world with many different locations to discover
Soundtrack by Felix Nickles and "The graham Situation". Several challenging minigames.

The second Episode is available as free DLC.

Trailer Songs by:
The Graham Situation
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Title: The Loner
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Felix Nickles
Publisher:
Felix Nickles
Release Date: 27 Jan, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, Vista, 7 or 8

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 256 MB

Storage: 140 MB available space

Sound Card: Yes

Additional Notes: Should most likely run on any PC manufactured after 2007.

English
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great trash adventure! a few bugs, a lot of trash and all in all a great trash adventure! did i say trash? yeah trash but great!
\u00b0_\u00b0. in it's current state, I cannot recommend this game, not even for the reasonable price.
Firstly I love the art style, it's something different and gritty. The music is really good but I guess this is down to preference, I
personally like it. The voice acting is funny hearing a strong German accent(It is german right?) when the guy is from New York
haha, but I don't mind, the fact the developer has even bothered with voice acting is great and shows effort.

The reason I'm giving this a thumbs down is because it's painfully buggy, it's buggy that it's not currently playable on my system.
I have had to leave the game to reload it 4 times in only 15 mins of play. Sometimes a new game spawns me in a train station,
sometimes in a fun fair, each time it's so full with bugs that I cannot advance.

For the developer:
When my game loads up at the trainstation, if I press esc and then try to resume game, it will not resume game, the only option
that will work is quit game.

When I'm spawned at the fun fair and need to go the firing range, I go left it puts me on the pier. I tried again I went up to the
simulation space ride thing, then left again with the arrow pointing (firing range) it puts me back at the pier.

If you need a beta tester give me a message\/friend request, I'm a developer my self and want to support fellow indies..
HONESTLY I WISH I HAD A TIME MACHINE SO I COULD STOP MY PAST SELF FROM BUYING THIS GAME

cons
bad voice acting
short
boring
to expensive for 2 dollors

pros
I do like the graphics look
I mean I had a few lauhgs

conclusion
I mean if your looking for a game to play the drinking game with or something like that get it
but if your looking for a game (thats what I was looking for) DO NOT GET IT. Nice art and a great soundtrack. The game has a
few bugs (although at the time of writing this some have been fixed.) It has a unique indie game appeal to it.

The only notable thing I would say is that it's not very challenging. It is more like we are watching and interacting with an
animated film or an interactive comic. Watching the story unfold.

I would definitely recommend it!. it's ok for 2$ i guess.
Waiting for the episode 2!. Think of all those creepy dudes you see commenting on pornstars Instagram accounts. Imagine them
sitting at home, jacking off, and thinking of some fantasy where they are a hero saving a girl, being a badarse, and killing drug
dealers. This game is that. Completely disjointed, makes no sense, voice acting sounds as good as a German dub of The
Simpsons by public access cable TV. Currently hold the speed run world record for a single play through, may attempt a no
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death run in the future.

Would recommend this game to 13 year olds who don't understand that plots have to be coherent. Would not recommend this
game to anyone that I would not set of fire at sight.

Gaben, refund plox.
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